With the intensive development and implementation of information and communication technologies in manufacturing, large amounts of heterogeneous data are now being generated, gathered and stored. Handling large amounts of complex dataoften referred to as big datarepresents a challenge as there are many new approaches, methods, techniques, and tools for data analytics that open up new possibilities for exploiting data by converting them into useful information and/ or knowledge.
Introduction
The open question in manufacturing is how to produce products better, faster and more efficiently. One of the obstacles to effectively addressing of this question is the increased complexity of manufacturing systems, making them hard to manage. Market globalization, increased competition, and economic and political fluctuations are some of the factors that affect the complexity of manufacturing and call for an improved responsiveness, flexibility, robustness, resilience and adaptability of manufacturing systems.
Two major sources of complexity in manufacturing systems are the incompleteness of information (Peklenik 1995) and the incompleteness of knowledge (Suh 2005) . While until recently the main problem was the lack of information sources, today industry is already being faced with the inverse problem. The intensive developments in information and communication technologies in the past decade and their implementation in manufacturing systems has resulted in the emergence of many new sources, which generate large volumes of various types of data at an increasing rate. However, due to the lack of knowledge and understanding, these data often remain unexploited as people simply do not know how to extract useful information and/or knowledge from the data, or they do not recognize the potential that is hidden in all this collected data.
It is now time to upgrade manufacturing systems by utilizing methods that will help to exploit the data, with the goal not only being to reduce the incompleteness of the information, but also to discover new insights and knowledge about manufacturing systems. This will enable better management of the complexity associated with manufacturing systems, and consequently, their better performance.
From the early beginnings of the intensified collection of manufacturing data a decade or two ago, until now, large amounts of digital data have been generated and stored. These data represent a tremendous potential for analyzing and discovering new knowledge that could contribute to the more efficient operation of manufacturing systems and their elements, such as processes, tools, other equipment, and of course people, but on the other hand represent a challenge in terms of their exploitation (Esmaeilian, Behdad, and Wang 2016; Rihtaršič and Sluga 2017) . In parallel, computer scientists have developed various concepts, methods and dataanalytics tools that enable the effective processing of data. Therefore, in manufacturing, new possibilities for analyzing the collected data, for discovering new knowledge, and for upgrading existing IT systems with new data-analytic tools, have emerged.
Data-driven analytics solutions have proved to be a powerful tool in a large number of studies. However, the performance and reliability of data-driven solutions often demands large amounts of training data. There already exist numerous approaches, methods, techniques and tools that can tackle the large size, dimensionality, dynamics, and other complex properties of data, but their customization for the manufacturing domain, new integration architectures and control algorithms, together with the willingness of the manufacturing stakeholders to use them, are needed (Babiceanu and Seker 2016) .
Recently, the problem of the management and use of large and complex data has led to the development of the emerging big-data paradigm. The term big data denotes data whose effective management and use are not possible with conventional approaches, due to their size and/or other characteristics, such as a lack of structure, variability, speed, distributivity, diversity, incompleteness, un-credibility, un-verifiability, etc. (Babiceanu and Seker 2016; Boyd and Crawford 2012; Esmaeilian, Behdad, and Wang 2016; Gartner 2016; Hitzler and Janowicz 2013; Hurwitz et al. 2013; Laney 2001; Villars and Olofson 2011; Wang, Törngren, and Onori 2015) . Big-data analytics can be perceived as a wide framework for extracting the value from such large and complex data. It provides approaches, methods, techniques and tools that together form efficient data-analytics systems. To successfully apply big-data analytics in manufacturing systems, skills and knowledge of information and communication technologies, and in particular data science, as well as the engineering know-how of manufacturing systems, and expert knowledge of manufacturing processes, need to be integrated.
However, the application of big-data analytics in the manufacturing domain lags behind in terms of penetration and diversity in comparison with other domains, such as marketing, healthcare, and business (Babiceanu and Seker 2016) . In our view, the reason for this situation is mainly due to the problem of linking information and communication technologies and data science know-how with the engineering and expert knowledge of manufacturing systems and processes. The importance of the big-data paradigm for manufacturing is often highlighted, but in both industry and academia this paradigm is not defined concisely and there is a lack of general and practical reference models that would show how this paradigm can support the operation of manufacturing systems.
This paper proposes a new conceptual framework for introducing big-data analytics into manufacturing systems. The objective is to clarify the relation between the big-data paradigm and the manufacturing systems, and to practically and systematically show how to develop and implement data-analytics solutions in manufacturing systems.
Section summary and content overview
The paper addresses a general problem in production, i.e. managing the complexity of manufacturing systems. Two important sources of complexity that arise from the problem of managing and using large amounts of data are highlighted: (1) the incompleteness of information and (2) the incompleteness of knowledge. This is followed by a reasoning, explaining how this type of complexity can be better managed through the introduction of advanced data-analytics. The problem of the lack of knowledge about information and communication technologies and information science in the manufacturing domain, and vice-versa, is identified. As a solution to this problem, the use of tools and methods, introduced by the big-data paradigm, is proposed. It is explained how big-data analytics can help improve the complexity management in production and how new concepts derived from this paradigm will help introduce data analytics into manufacturing systems. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, a review of the literature and related concepts is given. The gap, addressed by the newly proposed concepts in this paper, is identified. The central part of the paper (Section 3) introduces a new conceptual framework that facilitates and accelerates the deployment of advanced data-analytics solutions in manufacturing systems. The feasibility and wide applicability of the framework are further demonstrated by mapping several existing data-analytics projects into the proposed framework. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary.
Big-data analytics in manufacturing
Numerous papers related to the application of bigdata analytics in manufacturing were published in recent years. This clearly indicates the strong interest of researchers as well as the relevance of the topic. Research and applications of big-data analytics in manufacturing can be divided into (1) theoretical research on general models for introducing big-data analytics into manufacturing, examinations of the existing situations in industry and the development of conceptual solutions, and (2) the applied research and development of specialized dedicated solutions. Table 1 shows a possible classification of the related works found in the literature.
A common feature of these research studies is the use of basic concepts, such as the identification of new, potentially useful data sources, data integration and the innovative use of data in order to improve the performance of the observed system. The data used in such projects and the data that are intended for use with the developed data-analytics solutions originate from the manufacturing environment and from elsewhere, for example, from the internet, sensor networks at places of public events, etc. In several studies and projects, typical big-data technologies, such as NoSQL databases and the Hadoop software framework, are used.
The use of intelligent heuristic approaches and dataanalysis techniques (e.g., machine learning) are often dictated by the speed and automation requirements. These methods generally prove to be effective for faultdiagnosis problems in complex manufacturing processes, where the process states are described by nontrivial patterns of a large number of parameters (Precup et al. 2015) . Intelligent heuristic methods of analysis enable a high degree of automation and the recognition of complex patterns that go beyond human capabilities. Deep learning gives outstanding results in this field (Wang et al. 2018 ). However, these methods are still rarely used in practice. The reason for this is the lack of studies on holistic reference data-analytics solutions that would describe practical ways of presenting the results of analyses and their actual use in a real manufacturing environment, and which would provide a sufficient degree of confidence to the end user.
Various conceptual models as tools for assisting the introduction of data analytics in manufacturing systems have been developed. For example, Lechevalier, Narayanan, and Rachuri (2014) propose a domain-specific framework for the applications of predictive analytics in production. The main contributions by O'Donovan et al. (2015b) are a set of data and system requirements for implementing equipment-maintenance applications in industrial environments, and an information system model that provides a scalable and fault-tolerant big-data pipeline for integrating, processing and analyzing industrial equipment data. A framework for the conceptualization, planning and implementation of big-data projects in companies is presented by Dutta and Bose (2015) . Zhang et al. (2017a) propose an overall architecture for big-data analytics for the purpose of making better product-lifecyclemanagement and cleaner-production decisions based on big data. Zhang et al. (2017b) propose a framework for big-data-driven product-lifecycle management to address challenges such as the lack of reliable data and valuable knowledge that can be employed to support the optimized decision making of product-lifecycle management. Tao et al. (2018) propose a data-driven smartmanufacturing framework that consists of four modules: the manufacturing module, the data-driver module, the real-time monitor module, and the problem-processing module. Jun, Lee, and Kim (2019) propose a cloud-based big-data analytics platform for manufacturing industry.
For introducing big-data analytics into manufacturing systems, besides models focused on the manufacturing domain, other more general reference models and concepts from other domains, and general wellknown data-analytics reference models such as CRISP-DM (Chapman et al. 1999 (Chapman et al. , 2000 , KDD (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth 1996) and SEMMA (developed by the SAS Institute), can also be used.
The gap in the existing literature on big-data analytics in manufacturing is that the proposed concepts and solutions are either useful only for certain types of manufacturing problems, or are not sufficiently specific and do not describe in sufficient detail the dataanalysis procedures and the elements that are needed for the development of specific data-analysis solutions in manufacturing systems. This gap is addressed by the conceptual framework proposed in the following section.
Conceptual framework for data analytics in manufacturing systems
In industry, the awareness of the potential and of the hidden value of manufacturing data is on the increase. But the problem at hand is how to extract that value and from which data, as there are numerous methods and tools for managing and using complex and large volumes of data. The situation calls for an interdisciplinary systemic approach. The following questions arise: (1) How to combine the data-analytics tools and the large amounts of generated manufacturing data, and (2) How to associate various experts in order to maximize the value gained from the generated data. These are the questions addressed in this paper and systematically answered by the proposed conceptual framework.
General description
The proposed conceptual framework is based on the findings published in the literature about (1) the approaches and solutions for the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions in the manufacturing domain, and (2) other general approaches and solutions for introducing data analytics (not only in the manufacturing domain), as well as on (3) the findings and experiences from several projects the authors have conducted in recent years, which include various experiments and developments of data-analytics solutions for manufacturing systems. The definitions of two key terms used within the conceptual framework are given in Table 2 .
To extract value from the data with the aim to boost the performance of manufacturing systems, dataanalytics solutions must be developed and implemented in manufacturing systems. So, the questions are (1) how can these data-analytics solutions be developed and implemented, and (2) which elements are needed for the development and implementation. The proposed conceptual framework includes two core conceptual tools, i.e., two abstractions that show how dataanalytics solutions can be developed and implemented in manufacturing systems and what is needed for that. These two core tools are (1) the structured scheme of elements (shown in Figure 1 (a)) and (2) the reference procedure for the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions (shown in Figure 1 
The framework elements are in the scheme (illustrated in Figure 1 (a)) (1) in the first dimension (shown on the x-axis) arranged according to how strongly they are connected to the basic domains, i.e., on the left-hand side big-data analytics, on the right-hand side manufacturing systems, and the interdisciplinary domain in the middle, and (2) in the second dimension (the y-axis), the elements are classified into three levels of abstraction, i.e., from the most abstract level knowledge and skills on the top, the reference models level in the middle, down to the implementational level at the bottom.
The reference procedure, shown in Figure 1 (b) in the form of a functional diagram, proposes a phase-by -phase procedure for the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions. For each phase (in Figure 1 (b) illustrated as a square with the name of the phase in the middle), its inputs and outputs (input and output arrows on the left-and the right-hand sides of the square), and the most likely required controls (downward arrows on the upper side of the square) and mechanisms/resources (upward arrows on the underside of the square) are marked. This reference procedure is actually a central element of the conceptual framework as it is connected to and it interconnects all the other elements in the scheme, as indicated in Figure 1 .
The following subsection describes the individual elements of the conceptual framework (listed in Figure 1 (a)).
Framework elements
3.2.1. Implementational level Manufacturing system. The basic element on the implementational level is the observed manufacturing system in which various processes, which might be supported by newly developed and implemented data-analytics solutions, are being carried out. It has to be pointed out that there are a huge variety of different processes that are running in manufacturing systemsfrom engineering processes (e.g., product design, process design), managerial processes (e.g., production management, project management, operation management), to production processes (e.g., machining, assembly). Each of these processes is specific in terms of the execution mechanisms, involved individuals and data, and are interconnected to other processes via inputs and outputs. So, no generalized analytic solutions can be developed, but reference models and possibilities for 'ad-hoc' development are needed.
Knowledge management. Knowledge management is used to manage the existing knowledge and new knowledge gained through the development, implementation and operation of data-analytics solutions.
Data. Various business, engineering and manufacturing IT systems have been implemented and integrated into manufacturing companies with the goal being to reduce the incompleteness of the information, ensure better decision making, improve traceability, etc. All these IT systems generate and store the data about processes, products, manufacturing resources, quality, energy management, maintenance Table 2 . Key terms.
Term
Definition
Conceptual framework
The conceptual framework is defined as an environment that includes relevant elements for a given purpose, which in this case is the development, implementation and operation of big-data analytics solutions in manufacturing systems.
Data analytics solution
A data-analytics solution is either in the form of an implemented repetitive data-analysis process (a tool) or in the form of discovered new knowledge. Its purpose is to extract value from the data. and the production environment. In addition, a range of product-engineering data, such as CAD models, CNC programs, quality-control results, test measurements, etc., as well as business data on orders, supplies, deadlines, prices, etc., is available in digital form. Data in the manufacturing system can originate from process databases, resources and knowledge bases, they can be generated by machine controllers, they can be temporarily available in a machine controllers' memory unit, they can be collected via sensor networks, etc. Other data are, for example, the data from the products that are already in use, and internet data could also be available.
Project team. A project team is a group of individuals that manage and implement the development and implementation of a process for data-analytics solutions. On the one hand, due to the complexity of manufacturing systems and, on the other hand, due to the demanding field of information and communication technologies, the project team must ensure distinctive interdisciplinarity, which is difficult to achieve with a single individual. To ensure the required interdisciplinarity, project team members are likely to originate from several segments of a manufacturing system and from elsewhere, e.g., from a research institution that collaborates with a manufacturing company. Good communication and cooperation between the members of the project team are crucial for the successful and efficient development and implementation of data-analytics solutions.
Hardware and software tools. Reference data-analytics solutions. When a dataanalytics solution is developed and implemented, and if this solution can also be used in other projects, such a solution is referred to as a reference dataanalytics solution.
Knowledge and skills
The key knowledge and skills from the manufacturing domain are (1) the engineering know-how of manufacturing systems, i.e., the knowledge of the functioning of manufacturing systems and their elements, building blocks, resources, processes, etc., (2) knowing the current state of the observed manufacturing system, (3) expert knowledge, (4) practical knowledge of manufacturing processes, (5) practical skills from the manufacturing environment, (6) knowing current states of work systems within the observed manufacturing system, and (7) knowing the information systems within the observed manufacturing system. This know-how is usually derived from individuals (or is accessible to individuals) that operate on different levels and segments of the manufacturing system.
The knowledge and skills from the domain of bigdata analytics can be divided, according to Chen, Mao, and Liu (2014) and Grobelnik and Jaklič (2017) , into: (1) programming, (2) knowing the data-storage and other data-management technologies, (3) typical big-data analytics methods, e.g., Bloom Filtering, Hashing, Indexing, Triel and parallel processing, and (4) analysis methods, e.g., clustering analysis, factor analysis, correlation analysis, regression analysis, A/B testing, statistical analysis and data-mining algorithms.
Interdisciplinary know-how in the middle between the basic domains is the knowledge and skills of introducing big-data analytics into manufacturing systems. The knowledge and skills are also one of the outputs of carrying out the processes of development and implementation of data-analytics solutions into manufacturing systems. They must be properly managed and used in subsequent projects.
Reference models
Reference models of manufacturing systems. Data analytics should be properly linked to understanding the structures and operation of manufacturing systems and their elements. Models of manufacturing systems can help with this. Reference models must enable the identification of manufacturing processes with the potential to improve their efficiency by reducing the incompleteness of information and by discovering new knowledge, and the identification of information flows and data sources.
Reference models of manufacturing processes. A reference model of a manufacturing process defines how a manufacturing process is carried out, which are the process steps or phases, what tools (resources) are needed, etc. While in the development of data-analytics solutions, reference models of manufacturing systems mainly assist in identifying the manufacturing processes, reference models of manufacturing processes are used for identifying the segments of manufacturing processes where the efficiency of these processes can be improved, and in searching for practical ways of reducing the incompleteness of the information and discovering new knowledge.
Reference architectures of data-analytics solutions. The purpose of reference architectures is to facilitate planning of the structure and behavior of the data-analytic system. The reference architecture supports the understanding of the structures, behaviors and interrelationships between the elements of the data-analytic system, which can be hardware and software tools, data models, data-management methods, data-analysis methods, visualization tools, etc.
An example of the reference architecture of the data-analytics solution is the so-called value chain (Chen, Mao, and Liu 2014; Hu et al. 2014 ). In the value chain concept, according to the systemengineering approach, a typical big-data analytics system is structured into four phases: (1) data generation, (2) data acquisition, (3) data storage, and (4) data analysis. In the case of using this reference architecture in the development of a data-analytics solution, each of these phases defines the necessary tools, appropriate methods, data flows within each phase and between phases, etc.
The data-analytics system can be divided into the level structure as proposed in (Hu et al. 2014) . The level structure is composed of three levels: (1) the infrastructure layer, (2) the computing layer, and (3) the application layer.
Another example of the reference architecture is a technology-independent reference architecture, presented by Pääkkönen and Pakkala (2015) . This reference architecture is based on the analysis of several big-data-analytics-system implementations. It is designed to facilitate the design of the architecture and the choice of technologies or commercial solutions in the development of data-analytics systems.
Reference models of big-data-analytics methods. The ways and approaches of the typical big-dataanalytics methods (e.g., Bloom Filtering, Hashing, Indexing, Triel and parallel processing) are described by reference models in the form of pseudo codes, sequences of steps/operations, etc. These reference models are implemented in the hardware and software tools (implementational level), or directly in reference models of data-analytics solutions or in data-analytics solutions.
Reference models of data-analysis methods. In addition to big-data-analytics methods, the ways and approaches of data-analysis methods (e.g., clustering analysis, factor analysis, correlation analysis, regression analysis, A/B testing, statistical analysis and data-mining algorithms) are described by the reference models and implemented in the elements on the implementational level or in the data-analytics solutions.
Reference data-analytics procedures. Other general concepts, such as KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth 1996) and SEMMA (Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, Assess; developed by the SAS Institute), can be used within individual or in between the phases of the data-analytics solution's development and implementation procedure. The decision on the use of these models depends on the specific problem and the type of data-analytics solution.
Reference models of data-analytics solutions. In the development and implementation of dataanalytics solutions, in some cases it is possible to use models of data-analytics solutions that are useful not only for a specific manufacturing system, process or data, they can be applied to other manufacturing systems, processes or data. Such a model is a reference data-analytics solution model.
Reference procedure for the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions. The reference procedure for the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions, shown in Figure 1(b) , is the central element of the conceptual framework. It is presented in more detail in Section 3.3.
Reference procedure for the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions
In the paper, a new reference procedure for the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions is proposed. The proposed reference procedure is shown in Figure 1(b) . It originates from the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) (Chapman et al. 1999 (Chapman et al. , 2000 . It modifies and adjusts the CRISP-DM model, taking into account the following facts and requirements:
• Current situation in manufacturing systems: (1) the large size and variety of generated data, which most people do not even know exist;
(2) the people that are managing IT systems in the company are usually not experts in other informatics fields, e.g., in advanced approaches such as machine learning and artificial intelligence;
(3) the people that would finally use dataanalytics solutions and have a direct interaction with the data-analytics systems, usually do not fully understand the structure and operation of IT systems, advanced data-analysis methods, and the abilities and potential of data analytics; (4) the people who are well acquainted with data analytics usually do not fully understand the functioning of manufacturing systems and their processes; (5) the set of knowledge needed to understand the operation of manufacturing systems, their elements and manufacturing processes is too wide to be easily and rapidly conquered in practice by an individual data analyst in the phase of understanding the target domain, etc. • Interdisciplinarity in the development and implementation of data-analytics solutions. The procedure should enable the integration of diverse knowledge, which is most often sourced from several people from various domains having limited communication possibilities. • In a case of big-data analytics, unlike more conventional data analytics, the choice of technology and storage and management techniques often strongly depends on the subsequently used data-analysis methods, and on the properties of the data under consideration. • The size and complexity of the data disable quick and easy modification of the datastorage and management parts of a dataanalytics system. • In manufacturing systems, in addition to the fundamental and/or self-evident problems related to the incompleteness of the information, often more specifically defined problems and potentially useful data-analytics solutions cannot be determined before the understanding of the available data and integrating this knowledge with knowing the possibilities offered by the advances in data analytics.
The proposed procedure is begun by the phases problem definition, review and understanding of the available data sources, and determination of the way and goals. In the phases of the review and understanding of the available data sources, and determining the way and goals, by integrating heterogeneous knowledge, innovative ways of reducing the incompleteness of the information and discovering new knowledge, and/or problems that are related to the incompleteness of the information and the lack of knowledge, and for which it was not previously known that they even exist, or it was previously believed that such solutions are impossible, might be discovered.
Due to the data's size, heterogeneity, security, and other reasons the phases of the development of dataanalytics solutions often cannot be performed using data directly from locations where the data in the manufacturing system are stored, or they originate from; therefore, in the phase obtain access to data it is necessary to enable access to data, or if possible, to export a representative sample of the data, which is needed for the development of the data-analytics solution.
A prototype data-analytics solution plays an important role in development. The development of the prototype data-analytics solution is divided into two phases: (1) development and implementation of a prototype data-analytics solution basis, and (2) analysis development. In the phase of development and implementation of prototype data-analytics solution basis, the focus is mainly on the technology and techniques for data storage and management taking into account the potential analysis methods that will be used in the analysis development phase. In the analysis development phase, the focus is on finding the final analysis models.
The evaluation and implementation phases are performed after the analysis development phase.
Each phase of the reference procedure model is presented in more detail in Table 3 . To better show the feasibility of the proposed reference procedure, in Table 3 , for each phase, the description of its implementation in a case study from a typical engineer-to-order (ETO) company that manufactures industrial and energy equipment is given. The case of the ETO company is chosen here as it is the most complex example of a manufacturing system where the incompleteness of information is extremely high and additional knowledge derived from the data might significantly contribute to an improved performance. General description: The problem-definition phase is intended to determine the specific problem to be addressed by the data-analytics solution. Examples of specific problems are the occurrence of unplanned machine stops during the observed manufacturing process, inaccurate estimation of the project's duration, time-consuming conventional search and insight into documentation of past engineering projects with the purpose of using the acquired experiences and knowledge from these past projects, etc. The knowledge and reference models that are needed at this initial stage are derived mostly from the manufacturing domain. Case study: In the observed company, for production, projects are structured according to the principle of work breakdown into smaller components, i.e., parts, modules, subassemblies, or higher-level tasks. To each of these components there corresponds one or more work orders. Each work order defines a sequence of operations that must be executed on different workstations or systems. Typically, several dozen projects and approximately one thousand work orders are in the production process at any given moment. One issue related to the operations management is that an actual sequence of work order's operations is not always the same as the planned one due to the dynamically changing situation in production, external and internal disturbances, requests for changes induced by customers, etc., meaning that the information on the planned sequence of operations is incomplete. A specific problem that needs to be addressed by a data-analytics solution is in this case the following: A planned sequences of work orders' operations sometimes does not match the actual ones.
Review and understanding the available data sources
General description: There is (in most cases) no easy and quick way to know and understand all the data sources and structures. Therefore, in practice, in addition to an important data-understanding phase, a comprehensive, systematic and effective overview of all the available data sources is needed. In this context, it is necessary to include both groups of subjects, i.e., the people that know and manage the IT systems in the company every day, as well as people who are experts and practically acquainted with the manufacturing system, its resources, and processes. The output of this phase, i.e., the list and understanding of the available data sources, needs to be effectively presented, and key findings and understandings need to be communicated to the data-analytics experts, i.e., people with knowledge and skills of data storage, management and analysis technologies, methods and techniques. Case study: The company operates with several data sources, i.e., an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, manufacturing execution system (MES), Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system, etc. The MES was developed and implemented in the company about a decade ago with the purpose, of establishing an independent information/control system and to introduce feedback loops based on real-time data acquisition in production. The MES includes numerical, categorical, and textual descriptions of manufacturing operations, work orders, work systems, etc. Until now, large amounts of data have been generated and stored. There are several real-world issues that need to be considered before further use of these data, i.e., missing records of operations, unintentional and intentional error entries, security issues related to privacy and the nondisclosure of business know-how, etc.
Determining the way and goals
General description: In this phase, the way to reduce the incompleteness of information or how to discover new knowledge needs to be roughly determined, e.g., which are potentially useful data sources, an estimation of the dimensionality and size of the data under consideration, the potential methods of analysis, which are the methods of evaluation and validation, the technologies and methods for data management, etc. At this stage it is necessary to use most of the knowledge and skills from both domains. Teamwork is crucial at this point, and a key role would be played by so-called data scientists (Davenport and Patil 2012; Grobelnik and Jaklič 2017) , which would facilitate the cooperation and communication between individuals from various domains, and thus enable the integration of heterogeneous knowledge, experiences, and ideas. For the purpose of searching and demonstrating ideas, a demo data-analytics solution based on smaller data excerpts can also be developed at this stage. Knowing the conditions and possibilities, the goals of this development and implementation cycle need to be determined in relation to the problem addressed. Case study: In the observed company, large amounts of data, which includes information about work orders' planned and actually performed sequences of operations, and which holds descriptions of work orders and operations, have been collected and stored over the past few years. It is assumed that patterns which indicate whether a sequence of operations will change or not might be revealed from the numerical and textual descriptions of the work orders and operations (MES data). However, these patterns cannot be easily revealed by simple lookups into the database due to the size, dimensionality and variety of the data. Machine-learning techniques for prediction tasks seem to be a promising solution. The final application could be realized in the form of a plug-in program, e.g., when a planner is determining the sequence of operations of some work orders, the plug-in program informs the planner whether the actual work-order's sequence of operations is expected to be the same as the planned one, or not. The goals in this development and implementation cycle are to find out whether changes in the work orders' sequences of operations can be predicted, and what is the possible data-analysis method.
Obtain access to data
General description: In this phase, with the support of the people who know the IT and data-management systems in the observed manufacturing system and/or those who are familiar with the sources of the observed data, it is necessary to provide access to the data, based on which the prototype data-analytics solution will be developed in the following phases. At this point, issues and constraints that are related to data privacy, security, etc., could be faced. A good presentation and justification of the way and purpose of the use of the data might be necessary in order to obtain access to the data.
(Continued) 
Phase name General description & Case study
Case study: Not all the members of the project team are employees of the observed company. A part of the project team is working for the research institution that occasionally collaborates with this company. Due to the issues related to privacy and the non-disclosure of business know-how, access to the data is not possible without the consent of the responsible people in the company. On the basis of the presentation of the research plans, competences and references of the project team, the access to the data is obtained after the negotiations. A backup of the MES database for a time period of 18 months (starting from January 2010) is obtained. This dataset includes numerical, categorical and textual descriptions of approximately 60,000 manufacturing operations, 14,000 work orders, and 352 work systems. For the purpose of better understanding the data, meetings with key people responsible for the data and IT systems within the company are held, which clarify the uncertainties associated with the data (this data clarification step can be seen as a transition back to the phase review and understanding the available data sources). Development of architecture and implementation of prototype data-analytics solution basis
General description: In practice, before the implementation of such data-analytics solutions is approved, it is necessary, for example, to have a demonstration of the feasibility of the solution, a demonstration of use, a performance evaluation, an estimation of implementation and maintenance costs, security risks, etc. For this reason, a prototype data-analytics solution is developed and implemented. In this phase, using the knowledge that arises predominantly from the domain of big-data analytics, it is necessary to determine the appropriate architecture of the prototype data-analytics solution and then to implement it. When determining the architecture of the prototype data-analytics solution's basis, the potential analysis methods that will be tested in the next phase and used in the evaluation of data-analytics solutions, must be taken into account. The choice of technologies and methods for storage and management of the data could depend on the choice of analysis methods. A prototype data-analytics solution basis is used in the next phase for testing the analysis methods and the feasibility of the solution. In the next phase, it enables the efficient development of the analysis part. It should enable quick and easy access to the data, and easy testing of different analysis methods and parameter configurations. The development of the more efficient architecture of the prototype data-analytics solution can be achieved by integrating knowledge from the manufacturing domain, data modelling, and typical big-data analytics methods. Case study: For the development of the architecture and implementation of the prototype dataanalytics solution basis, the value chain (Chen, Mao, and Liu 2014; Hu et al. 2014 ) reference architecture is selected. Due to security and for practical reasons, the MES data excerpt for the experiments is stored and managed with a prototype data-analytic system that is separated from the company's IT system. The size and dimensionality of the data and the amount of time necessary to conduct the research allows the implementation of a prototype data-analytics solution in the form of a console application on a regular PC. According to the format, the structure and size of the data under consideration, the MySQL relational database-management system is selected to store and manage the data. The Python programming language is selected as the central tool of the dataanalytics system. The hash method is frequently used in order to efficiently manage the data. The Scikit-learn software tool (Pedregosa et al. 2011 ) is used to implement a machine-learning approach.
Analysis development
General description: In the phase of analysis development, a prototype data-analytics solution basis, and knowledge and skills on data-analysis methods and typical big-data analytics methods, are used to develop the analysis part of the solution. The results of this phase are analysis models, i.e., selected, implemented and integrated analysis methods, and the corresponding parameter settings. Case study: For a work order it is necessary to predict whether the actual sequence of operations will be different to the planned one or not. This is a binary classification problem. Machine-learning techniques for prediction tasks are used. The observed data is stored in the form of a relational database, consisting of three tables: According to the problem type, the structure and the properties of the data, the technique called wordification seems to be the promising solution. The general idea of the wordification approach is a transformation from a relational database representation into a Bag-Of-Words feature vector representation (Perovšek et al. 2015) . The input is a relational database, and the output is a set of feature vectors, which can be viewed as a corpus of text documents, and each text document represents an individual entry of the main data table. The basic idea of the wordification approach was used for the experiments in this study. The main table is in this case the work orders table. To each work order corresponds a set of words that describes the work order and the corresponding operations. The associated target class denotes whether the work order's actual sequence of operations differs from the planned one or not. The analysis is developed and implemented in such a way that features (types of words) can be easily added or removed, and thus to enable testing different combinations of words describing a work order. Attributes, on the basis of which words describing an individual work order are formed, are: work order ID, textual description of operation's work, work system of operation, information about corresponding parts, etc. An example of a work order's text that corresponds to one instance in a data-mining table is shown below:
The multi-nomial naive Bayes classifier, which is well suited for text classification, and the tf-idf transformation are used to generate a classifier.
Evaluation
General description: In this phase it is necessary to determine the appropriate methods for a comprehensive evaluation of the data-analytics solution. It is necessary to carefully evaluate the dataanalytics solution from (1) the theoretical point of view of methods of analysis, and (2) from the point of the practical application and feasibility of its implementation in the real manufacturing environment. In this phase it is necessary to include most of the participating people from the project team, and to use knowledge from both domains. It is necessary to carefully examine and critically assess all the actions carried out in the development phases. A decision on the use of the developed data-analytics solution should be formed. If the main purpose is to implement a data-analytics solution in a real manufacturing system in the form of, e.g., a repetitive data-analysis process and, if the properties of the data for analysis and the technology and infrastructure of the final data-analytics solution will differ from the technology and infrastructure of the prototype data-analytics solution, particular attention should be paid to the possible performance differentiation of the storage and other data-management subsystems. Case study: To evaluate the performance of generated classifiers, a separate training and test set method is used. The training set includes 7053 work orders, of which the last operation started before 1 st -October -2010, and the test set includes 6317 work orders, of which the first operation started after 1 st -October -2010. In the set of work orders for the observed time period of 18 months, the ratio of work orders having the same planned sequence of operations as the actual one to work orders, of which the planned sequence of operations differs from the actual one, is 3.77:1. Due to this imbalance, precision, recall and F-measure are selected as the performance measures to evaluate the prediction model's performance. The resulting precision, recall and F-measure for the best combination of words corresponding to a work order are 0.75, 0.42 and 0.54, respectively. The resulting confusion matrix is:
Demonstrating the use of a conceptual framework on selected studies
This section demonstrates the use of a conceptual framework on the selected studies of introducing data analytics in manufacturing systems. Five existing case studies of developing data-analytics solutions in manufacturing systems, i.e., (Kozjek et al. 2017a (Kozjek et al. , 2017b (Kozjek et al. , 2018a (Kozjek et al. , 2018b Vrabič, Kozjek, and Butala 2017) , are selected. Data-analytics solutions developed within these projects are either innovative ways of reducing the incompleteness of information and discovering new knowledge through additional use of data or they enable the more efficient reduction of information incompleteness than the conventional approaches.
In Table 4 the selected projects are described and positioned into the three basic manufacturing-system levels, i.e., the (1) operational, (2) coordination and (3) strategic levels, according to the concept of the Adaptive Distributed Manufacturing System (ADMS), presented in (Sluga, Butala, and Peklenik 2005) and (Peklenik 1995) . Each project is classified into the ADMS concept depending on the purpose of the data-analytics solution that was developed or studied within the individual project. The concept of value chain (Chen, Mao, and Liu 2014; Hu et al. 2014 ) is used to classify the projects according to the structure of a typical data-analytics system with the purpose to show the focus of the developed and investigated solutions within these projects according to the structure of the typical big-data analytics system. For each project some of the associations to the framework elements are highlighted.
The mapping of the existing projects into the framework on the basis of the ADMS and value-chain concepts in Table 4 shows the applicability of the framework on all the basic levels of a manufacturing system and for all the segments of a typical big-data analytics system.
Conclusions
The paper explains what big-data analytics is and how it can help to improve the performance of manufacturing systems. A new conceptual framework that facilitates the introduction of big-data analytics in manufacturing systems is proposed. The framework systematically presents the relations of the big-data paradigm with the manufacturing systems and describes the elements that are needed for the development, implementation, and operation of data-analytics solutions that gain the value from large and complex data. The reference procedure for the development and implementation of dataanalytics solutions, and the so-called structured scheme of required elements are the main framework tools that show the step-by-step procedure of introducing data analytics into manufacturing systems and what are the required tools, reference models, knowledge and skills. This result indicates that for 42% of work orders, of which actual sequence of operations will differ from the planned one, the change in the sequence of operations can be predicted with 75% precision. Looking at this result, several things need to be considered. The properties of the observed data might change over time. The results on the basis of this experimental data are not necessarily the same as the results on the most current data. Due to the loss of information when the data was exported from the MES database (that is, the loss of the information about accurate planned times), some of the planned operation start times in the work order's sequence of operations could be exactly the same, although in the source data they might not be so, etc. Implementation
General description: The result of the implementation phase can be in the form of an implementation of a repetitive data-analysis process or in the form of a report on discovered new knowledge. In the case of the implementation of a data-analytics system, i.e., in the form of additional software (and hardware) tools implemented in the manufacturing system, it is economical to aim for the use of components of information systems that are already implemented in the manufacturing system. Case study: In this case study, the result is in the form of a report on discovered new knowledge. It is revealed that changes in the work orders' sequence of operations can be predicted to some extent. This could be useful, for example, as a warning system in the process of planning work orders. Title: Interpretative identification of the faulty conditions in a cyclic manufacturing process (Kozjek et al. 2017b ) Description: The proposed data-analysis method integrates well-known heuristic algorithms, i.e., decision trees and clustering, with the purpose of identifying types of faulty operating conditions in a cyclic manufacturing process. The result of the analysis is an interpretable model for decision support that can be used for fault identification, to search for root causes, and to develop prognostic systems. The use of the method is demonstrated in the case study in which the proposed method is applied to real industrial data from a plastic injectionmoulding process (PIM) with the aim of revealing the types and the root causes of the complex faults, i.e., the unplanned machine stops. Mapping: The data-analysis method developed within this project represents a reference data-analysis method. When determining the sequence of data-analysis workflow steps, besides informatics, expert and practical knowledge of typical cyclic manufacturing processes, such as PIM and die-casting, were used. To better manage the large size of the data, a method based on indexing (a typical big-data analytics method) was proposed. When applying the developed data-analysis method to the real industrial data of the PIM process and interpreting and evaluating the data-analysis results, practical knowledge of the structure and operation of the observed manufacturing system and knowledge of the actual state of the manufacturing system were intensively used throughout the experiments, etc.
2 Title: A data-driven holistic approach to fault prognostics in a cyclic manufacturing process (Kozjek et al. 2017a ) Description: A data-driven holistic approach, which includes data generation, acquisition, storage, processing, and prognostics, is shown in the case of a typical cyclic manufacturing process, i.e., plastic injection moulding (PIM). The approach is able to tackle the high dimensionality and the large size of the data to create and evaluate prediction models for prognostics of the unplanned machine stops. Mapping: Within this project the development of a prototype data-analytics solution architecture is the focus. The data-analytic system is developed based on the reference architecture value chain. Important parts of the data-analytic system are the document-oriented NoSQL database and the proposed structure of storing the data. To implement the data-analytic system, among others, the programming language Python, the NoSQL database MongoDB and the machine-learning programming library Scikit-learn were used. The steps to induce and evaluate the prediction model use the following data-analysis methods: machine-learning techniques for classification and the techniques for the classification of imbalanced datasets. Knowing the actual states of the PIM work systems and the reference model of the observed manufacturing process (i.e., PIM) are needed for the identification of faulty PIM cycles and determining the features of feature vectors for the machine-learning process, etc.
3 Title: Knowledge elicitation for fault diagnostics in plastic injection moulding: A case for machine-to-machine communication (Vrabič, Kozjek, and Butala 2017) Description: The machine-to-machine (M2M) approach is explored, where several work systems share the process data to improve the accuracy of the fault-detection model. The model is based on machine learning and it was applied to industrial data from approximately two million process cycles performed on several plastic injection moulding (PIM) work systems. The results showed that the faultprediction model can be improved by sharing the data among work systems, and that it is possible to generalise the process knowledge and apply it to a different work system (without prior knowledge), to some extent. Mapping: Inspired by the data-integration concept used in many big-data analytics applications, this project investigates whether sharing the manufacturing process data among several PIM work systems contributes to a better prediction of the faults. The result of carrying out data-analytics solution development and the implementation procedure is the discovery of new knowledge. The knowledge gained through this project should be properly managed and stored in the knowledge base and be used by the manufacturing company or by the PIM machine producer in future projects, etc.
4
Title: Big-data analytics for operations management in engineer-to-order (ETO) manufacturing (Kozjek et al. 2018b ) Description: The objective of the research is to investigate manufacturing data which are collected by a MES during operations and to develop data-driven tools for supporting operations management in ETO manufacturing. The developed tools can be used for the simulation of production and the forecasting of potential resource overloads. Machine-learning techniques are used. The visualization principles to facilitate decision making for operations management and to efficiently present the aggregated information are proposed. Mapping: Since no existing software tools for simulating production (which simulate production in the way that was needed for this project) were available, it was necessary to develop and implement a dedicated software solution, which required considerable knowledge and experience in the programming and use of various software-management and data-analysis tools. The experiments and solutions are based on the large amounts of real manufacturing data collected in the observed company. Especially in making the assumptions that had to be made for the purpose of generating a valid simulation, knowing the structure and operation of the observed manufacturing system, and knowing the structure and operating of information system within the observed company turned out to be absolutely necessary. Key people in the project team were those who had a lot of practical experience in managing the production process in the observed company, and a good understanding and knowledge of the information systems within the company, etc.
(Continued)
Positioning into levels of manufacturing system according to the ADMS concept The advantage and the difference of the proposed conceptual framework compared to other existing concepts are that the proposed concept is widely applicable, as it is useful for solving a wide variety of problems that relate to the introduction of big-data analytics into manufacturing systems. At the same time, it clearly presents the sequence of steps that should be taken for the development and implementation of a data-analytics solution, the likely needed tools, reference models, knowledge, and skills.
The feasibility of the proposed framework is shown in the case of the development and implementation of a data-analytics solution for predicting the changes in work orders' sequences of operations in a typical engineer-to-order manufacturing company. The mapping of several existing projects about the introduction of big-data analytics in manufacturing systems with the framework further shows the feasibility and wide applicability of this framework.
Data-analytic tools, i.e., hardware and software tools, algorithms, data-analytics approaches, etc., come primarily from the field of informatics and computer science. But for their successful implementation in manufacturing systems, in addition to IT experts, experts from the manufacturing domain need to be involved. The proposed conceptual framework facilitates cooperation between these two groups of experts. The results of this research will thus contribute to the integration of knowledge in the field of production with knowledge in the fields of IT and data science.
Future work will include conducting projects that involve the introduction of advanced data analytics into manufacturing systems, and the presented conceptual framework will be used as a backbone to support conducting and coordinating the projects' activities. This will be a further validation of the proposed conceptual framework.
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